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By the NBC Music Team 

Tiers of Recognition 
 Gold:   has qualified for the District Contest at a recent division competition.  

 Silver:   has qualified by recognition of the Quartet subcommittee of Music Team 

 Bronze: has not qualified 

Quartet Subcommittee 
The NBC Quartet subcommittee will be composed of at least three members of the NBC Music Team plus the 
Chorus Director.  
 
The three subcommittee members will evaluate the quartet in our three current judging categories (Music, 
Singing, and Performance). It is important that the quartet’s score be determined by consensus, evaluated and 
discussed thoroughly amongst the subcommittee.  The members will give a score as annotated below. 

 A:  Excellent 

 B:  Good 

 C:  Poor 
 
The Chorus Director will provide an overall designation and may provide general feedback if the quartet is 
ready or not.  

Slots for Shows & Performances 
For our Shows and Performances that have designated quartet participation (as determined by the NBC Music 
Team) there will be offered slots per show. (i.e. 2 Gold Slots, 1 Silver Slot) or (i.e. 1 Gold Slot, 3 Silver Slots)   
 

 Gold: A Multi-Song Set (Exact # determined by Chorus Manager)  
o For shows such as our annual show, it is possible that most or all slots for the show would be 

designated as Gold.  

 Silver: One or Two Song Set (Exact # determined by Chorus Manager) 
o For shows or performances that NBC is filling an entire show, there will be more slots designated 

as Silver.  

 Bronze: Not Ready Yet for Performing 
o Will perform once quartet achieves Silver.  

Determining Who Will Perform 

For each level, if there is a conflict because there are more quartets than slots available, a random drawing 
should be completed. Except, first preference should be given to a quartet who has been newly designated in 
recognition. (i.e. a quartet who moved from Bronze to Silver or Silver to Gold). Those who sat-out of the 
performance opportunity, will get an opportunity next show/performance.  


